CASE STUDIES

Kobalt Music
Why did Kobalt Music choose Billi Taps for their London office? Because all their product features
were completely sound.

Overview
Kobalt is the leading independent music services company. Their innovative
technology solutions are designed to maximize efficiency and accuracy across the
billions of micro-payments collected in today’s highly complex digital world.
With over 325 employees in 10 offices around the world, Kobalt represents over
8,000 artists and songwriters, 600,000 songs and 600 publishing companies,
providing them with real-time, powerful, transparent reporting through the awardwinning Kobalt Portal.
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The challenge – an efficient boiling, chilled and sparkling
filtered water system
With over 300 members of staff, it can get very busy in the café
area and to keep everyone happy and productive, the facilities
team had to think of smart ways to deliver refreshments during
peak times. Paul Fraine, the Facilities Manager, eliminated the
option of boiling water through kettles and providing bottled
water for their staff.
They established their requirements which included boiling,
chilled and sparkling water from one tap for all their tea points
as well as their reception are where they meet and greet their
clients.
Solution
Our popular sparkling systems, combining boiling, chilled
and sparkling filtered water through the XL lever dispenser in
chrome were the perfect solution, giving the team a wide range
of drinks to enjoy on a daily basis. The project was coordinated
with Stanway Interiors.
They have also taken out the Billi Gold Maintenance Plan, a
planned maintenance agreement covering servicing and filter
replacement.
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I have done an extensive research
into under-counter water systems
and we found Billi ticking all the
boxes. The instant function makes
everyone’s life easier, there are
no queues in the kitchen and the
quality of the filtered water is
fantastic.
I am very pleased with the Billi
team, they have been brilliant
during the installation and their
response time is spot on. Boiling,
chilled and sparking water at
fingertips has been a smash hit so
far!
Paul Fraine
Facilities Manager
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